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Editorial
“In the cherry blossom’s shade there is no such thing as a stranger,” wrote the Japanese poet Issa. 

Those of you familiar with previous editions of Piccalilli will recognise many of the names you will 

encounter in these pages. This edition we focus on exposing those that have loyally contributed to 

the Piccalilli throughout the year, from the poets to the painters. Unsurprisingly, the work of those 

taking the Creative Writing course features heavily here. Nevertheless, while many of the faces have 

remained the same, this season we welcome interesting new forms of writing, and we avidly hope to 

continue to do so. The extract from Ned Seagrim’s undeniably incredible play ‘Sugar Coated Razor 

Blades’ (“no doubt one of the best things I’ve seen in a long time”) has paved the way for many new 

styles to come. In opening the door to new styles, we have also been graced with some truly 

remarkable work from aspiring Lower School writers. Alongside this, we continue the tradition of 

including the work of an Old Marlburian. Thus, following an ‘intimate’ reading (those present will 

remember it left very little to the imagination) from Claire Lowdon, we have kindly received a 

(hopefully slightly less explicit) extract from her novel ‘Left of The Bang’, which can be seen in this 

edition. 

As my time with Piccalilli draws to a close, and I pass the torch to the (far more capable) hands of 

Issy Carr, I hope this edition is appreciated for what it is: a coalition of the finest painters, poets, 

prose-writers and now playwrights that Marlborough has to offer. 

Charlotte Russell
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Old Marlburian Writing 
Left of the Bang

When Tamsin Jarvis was twelve, she saw her father 

kissing another woman.

The whole family was up in Manchester to hear him 

conduct a celebration of British music at the 

Bridgewater Hall. It was a treat, at the end of the 

concert, for Tamsin to go to his dressing room all by 

herself. Her mother had to put ten-year-old Serena to 

bed in the Jurys Inn Hotel across the road. “Tell 

Daddy not to hang around chatting, the restaurant’s 

booked for nine forty-five.”

Backstage, everything was hushed. All the doors 

had leather quilting. The carpet was very thick. A 

stagehand with his radio earpiece hooked round his 

neck pointed her towards the end of the corridor. 

Tamsin pushed her father’s door open, enjoying its 

weight and the smooth, silent swing of the hinges.

Three seconds later she closed it again, just as 

silently. The lovers had been kissing with their eyes 

shut. Neither of them knew they’d been seen.

The woman was Valery Fischer, the mezzo from  

the concert. Val and her husband Patrick were old 

friends of the Jarvises. Their only son, a stocky, 

sporty eleven-year-old called Alex, played viola in 

the same youth orchestra as Serena. Last summer, 

the two families had even spent a long weekend 

together in a rented cottage in Suffolk.

Tamsin walked slowly back up the corridor, seeing it 

all over again. Bertrand’s left hand gripping Val’s 

bottom through the stiff satin of her turquoise 

strapless dress. His right hand crushing her loosely 

permed curls. A large raised mole in the middle of 

Val’s back, pale, like a Rice Krispie. The kiss itself: 

muscular, forceful, almost angry, as if they were 

fighting one another with their mouths.

In the foyer, she sat down on the floor next to the 

ice-cream stand and tried to think. When she closed 

her eyes, she could hear the sound of her own blood. 

She could feel it, too, each pulse a tight squirting 

sensation. Around her, adult chatter thinned to a 

trickle as the concert-goers left the building. Tamsin 

stayed where she was, eyes still closed. A hoover 

began its melancholy drone.

“Tamsin?” It was her father. He was still wearing 

his black trou¬sers, but he’d swapped his tux and 

dress shirt for a loose grey tunic. He held out one  

of his big hands for Tamsin to haul herself up with.

“What are you doing down there?”

“We have to go,” said Tamsin. “We’ll be late  

for supper.”

---

For five years she told no one.

Tamsin was frightened: of the pain that disclosure 

would cause her mother, of the possibility of divorce 

(a condition that ranked, in her twelve-year-old 

mind, as second only to cancer). Most of all she was 

frightened of her father’s anger – which, she 

realised, would no longer be the familiar, beneficent 

anger of grown-up to child, father to daughter,  

but real, unbounded, adult anger.

She hated being alone with him. Car journeys were 

the worst: prisoner in the passenger seat on the way 

home from school, her father asking about her day, 

trying to make her laugh. He was his usual 

garrulous, ebullient self, fond of hyperbole, 

susceptible to sentiment, domineering, opinionated, 

funny, warm. Tamsin could see nothing in his 

demeanour to suggest that here was a man with a 

terrible secret. And this was what made him truly 

monstrous.

Bertrand wasn’t as relaxed as he appeared. He was 

worried – by Tamsin, about Tamsin. Before, the two 

of them had been a team. Now she was nervy and 

skittish, slow in conversation, unwilling to meet his 

eye. If he hugged her, she hugged back, but she no 

longer initiated contact between them. On more 

than one occasion, he had the impression that his 

touch was actually unpleasant to her.

Before – but before what? Bertrand didn’t know;  

he couldn’t even really say when the change had 

occurred. He wondered if some male authority  

figure had behaved inappropriately towards her –  

a teacher, or perhaps one of the gap-year students 

who helped out at her summer music school.  

When he suggested this to his wife, however,  

she dismissed it as a typical piece of melodrama.  

“She’s growing up, that’s all. She can’t be your  

little girl for ever.” 

 

This is the opening to Left of the Bang, Claire Lowdon’s first 

novel, published last year by Fourth Estate.  Claire returned 

to the College in February to talk to the Literary Society 

and Creative Writers about the writing of the work, 

described by The Guardian  as ‘an explosive debut about 

the lives of young Londoners.’

Claire Lowdon



Come to America 

O great blistering America, 

Gorge yourself on sweetmeats and powdered doughnuts, 

Under the blinking Bethlehem star for your saviour, 

Your messiah on the set, 

Your messiah 0800 JESUS. 

Call up on the Bakelite toaster, 

Call up on the Easy-bake oven, 

The microwave, 

The plasma TV, 

Free cable, rat king wires.

White powder and Columbian women, 

Miami sweat and white linen, 

Palm trees like fallen men against the horizon. 

Come to our shoppe spelt with an E in, 

Come to our diner with fibreglass gloss, 

Come to the Nighthawk with tabasco sauce. 

Vacancy in your polyblend sheets, goodnews bible and a featherlite condom. 

Vacancy at the Ramada Inn, piss-warm pool, lights gone dim.

The great red dust bowl of your middle, 

Deep red, warm red, 

Dried blood on your side. 

Your grapes of wrath shrivel in the midday glare, 

Red hot, white heat reaches from the blue sky, 

Feed from the milk of human kindness and the Californian peaches.

Draw your name in lipstick on my great face, 

Plan your route up the 69 with your shade 71. 

Lose me in your sedan, sticky fingers and Enchanted Hunters. 

“How was my delightful tennis playing daughter?” 

And again on the road, 

The unpunctuated grey tarmac, 

Through the peyote haze and succulent smattering. 

The warm mad night and those Spanish women, madly dark. 

Wine, whiskey and beer.

Once upon a time in America, 

You bought her love for 5 cents, 

With a Charlotte Russe with a little too much whipped cream. 

Playing under the Brooklyn Bridge, 

Take the last exit to Brooklyn. 

Tahell yago. 

And when they play Requiem for a Dream, 

Think of me on Brighton beach, Brooklyn.

India Gaer
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If I Had a Boat

‘What’s this picture, Eve?’

I hardly hesitated. ‘A boat. It’s a boat.’ 

‘Good, very good Eve. You’re doing well.’

I could feel my thoughts racing, swirling in a chaotic 

confusion. Boats.

‘Could you bring your husband along to our next 

appointment? There are some things I would like  

to discuss with him.’

‘Do you know what I would do?’ I asked.

The neurologist raised his head. He had one of those 

faces that you could easily forget. You had to really 

focus on the smallest of details to try and remember 

everything. He had dark brown hair, which reminded 

me of the colour of soil – the soil that my mother used 

when planting her crocuses and daffodils. His eyes 

were a soft blue. They reminded me of the small blue 

beach hut in Norfolk, where I spent most of my 

summers as I child. It was principally the door though, 

that his eyes reminded me of. The door to the beach hut 

was once a bright blue but after years of use, it had 

faded becoming a soft, almost grey colour. His heavy 

rimmed, black square glasses hid his long blonde 

eyelashes and magnified his nose.  He had a small  

mole on his chin.

‘No, Eve, what would you do?’ 

‘Do you know what I would do, if I had a boat?’ 

‘No, tell me.’

After some contemplation I said that I would sail it. 

‘And where would you go then?’ 

I considered his question for a long time before  

deciding that it troubled me. 

‘I don’t know.’ 

‘I see. Well, would you prefer to give me your answer 

when I next see you again?’ 

‘Yes, but what if I don’t remember?’ 

‘Then I’ll remind you.’ 

He stood up and shook my hand. 

‘Have a nice day, Eve. Take care and see you soon.’ 

His hand was warm. 

---

My husband gently shook me awake. ‘Eve? Come on 

darling.  We’re going to be late.’ 

The sheets were soft under my skin and I didn’t want  

to leave the bed. Sleeping didn’t confuse me, it wasn’t 

complicated.  You couldn’t forget to sleep. 

‘Why? Where are we going?’

‘We have an appointment with the neurologist,  

Doctor Philips - remember?’ 

I didn’t remember but I pretended I did. ‘Of course! 

Remind me what seems to be the matter with you 

again?’ 

He looked troubled, uncomfortable. 

‘Was it something I said?’ 

‘No! No, of course not, darling. Don’t worry, it’s just  

a check up.’ 

I knew I’d offended him. I hadn’t meant to, if only  

I knew what I’d said wrong. 

---

The car journey was long. I watched the leaves fall 

silently from the interlocking trees that lined the quite 

streets. Each leaf fell slowly through the air, some 

dropped straight to the ground and landed delicately  

on their backs, while others spun in the air, performing 

their final dance with the wind. They then too joined 
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the rest on the ground, knowing they would soon begin 

to rot. I hadn’t realised that autumn had come, for some 

reason I thought we were still in summer. Time moves 

quickly when you’re older, at least that’s what someone 

once told me. 

The beautiful leaves covered the streets and it 

disappointed me to see people pushing them, poking 

them and making them into large piles with their rakes. 

I wished they would let nature be. As I watched the 

world rush past the window, my thoughts travelled to 

boats. I didn’t know why, maybe it was the motion of 

the car. It troubled me. 

We pulled up outside a large, tall grey building. The 

dim glow of lights in some of the windows, were the 

only sign of life. You could have easily have thought it to 

be derelict. I knew I’d been here before though, so I said 

nothing. I let John help me out the car and we walked 

hand in hand, towards the entrance. There was a 

woman at the front desk. She had a small gold badge  

on her shirt but that’s as much as I could remember. 

The name on it escaped me. John whispered some 

words to her and she pointed us to the small lift on the 

far side of the room. 

We reached the eleventh floor with a loud ‘ping’. The 

doors shuddered as they opened. We were greeted by 

yet another woman with a gold badge who told us to  

go straight in, she looked at me sadly as I walked past. 

It was as if she knew my future better than I did. 

We went into a small room where a man with black, 

square glasses met us. I knew him. 

‘Eve! How lovely to see you again! How are things?’ 

I smiled. ‘Doctor Philips. I’m good, really good actually.’ 

He returned the smile. ‘Wonderful! And this must be 

your husband, am I right?’

‘It’s good to finally meet you Doctor. I’m John.’ 

‘Good to meet you too. Please, have a seat.’ 

‘Now, we’re just going to run through a few things.  

It won’t take long.’ 

Doctor Philips reached into his drawer and pulled out  

a set of cards. 

‘Now Eve, I’m going to show you some cards with 

pictures on them and all I want you to do is tell me 

what those pictures are. Is that clear?’ 

I nodded. 

‘Can you tell me what this is?’ 

‘A house.’

‘Good, and this one?’

I hesitated ever so slightly. ‘A clock.’

‘Very good, now what about this one?’ 

I said nothing. Something flickered in the back of my 

mind. A distant memory or a lost thought, I wasn’t sure. 

‘Do you want me to change cards?’ 

My bottom lip trembled. I brought my hand up over my 

mouth to cover it. I could feel tears beginning to form. 

The room was starting to shimmer. 

‘Eve, are you alright?’ 

It was John. I could feel his reassuring hand on my 

back. ‘Do you want to stop?’ he whispered in my ear. 

I shook my head. 

‘I can change cards if you like Eve, it’s not a problem.’ 

‘No. I know what it is.’

They waited patiently, watching my mouth, hoping  

to see the word form on my lips. 

‘A boat. It’s a boat.’ I said. 

He smiled. ‘Yes, Eve, it’s a boat. Well done.’ 

He lowered the card he was holding ever so slightly  

and said, ‘Did you remember something, Eve?’ 

I raised my head. ‘Yes, but I can’t remember what.’

‘I can help you with that.’

He cleared his throat. ‘Last time you were here, you  

told me that if you had a boat, then you would sail it 

somewhere. I asked you where you would sail it to and 

you said that you didn’t know. Do you know where you 

would sail it to now? Perhaps a far away distant land or 

a scorching hot island where you could lie on the sand, 

peacefully soaking up the rays of the sun?’  

I looked at him. He had one of those faces that was 

difficult to remember and you had to really focus on the 

smallest of details to try and remember everything 

about it. 

‘No.’

‘Oh, what a shame.  Maybe next time you’ll know?’

I shook my head. ‘I wouldn’t take my boat to an island 

and the only distant land I would sail to would be 

Memories.’

‘I’m sorry, what do you mean by Memories?’ 

‘Memories are difficult to reach. You can sail for weeks 

and never find them but then sometimes on the horizon, 

you catch a glimpse of them. Your heart races and you 

urge the wind to carry you faster across the water 

because you’re running out of time.’ 

I paused. ‘And then they suddenly disappear, just  

as quickly as they had appeared. You scream with 

frustration because you had almost reached them, you 

were almost there. There’s nothing you can do about it 

when they go. So, you just bob on the waters, waiting 

for the next glimpse.’ 

I turned to look at John. He looked as if he was crying; 

there were tears filling his eyes, and he didn’t speak. 

His hands were trembling. I couldn’t recall ever having 

seen him cry before, but then again I’m unable to 

remember that much anymore. 

‘If I had a boat, that’s what I’d do and that’s where I’d 

go,’ I said. I put my hand out, and traced the outline of 

the boat on the card. ‘I’d go to Memories.’

The man with the black square glasses smiled. ‘That’s 

wonderful Eve, really wonderful,’ he said. He took the 

card with the boat on it from my hand. I tried to 

remember his name. 

Amy Davey



Veteran

We’re growing apart. Desperate manuscripts

pile and scatter on the table and windowsills,

 

only lifted to create space on the large table

pressed against the far wall. It’s plain, of unevenly

 

cut, reclaimed wood, stained with ink and sunken rings

from coffee, and is held by gnawed oaky columns.

 

Some manuscripts are typed, block letters

lined up like soldiers at ease, but some fade;

 

their handwritten inky Gs, delicious and curled.  

We’d met last winter, around this table – 

 

it had been clear then, wiped and polished.

The snow had fallen in early January,

 

weakening the ground before the winds.

They’d all walked here early, boots crunching

 

up the lanes, their noses red and running.

It grew dark early and we all drew closer

 

around the table, analysing and reading

each other’s work. The smell of coffee was thick

 

and we made arrangements to meet again.  

Maybe it was the weather. The sky held tight,

 

zipped up and silvering by noon, it hadn’t broken

since November when the garden was saturated

 

and the boggy lawn crept towards the house.

Perhaps if it snowed, leaving branches lined with white weight,

 

I’d hear their boots once again, heavy and familiar.

Milly Karsten
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Inside

Acid bites the earth plate,

bubbles squeeze from each groove.

Soft toxic oxide ocean in the bath,

the artist strokes the dirt sheet.

Gently, the feather turning rub rids  

the bubbles,

rinse mud ground, silver stubble.

A scar shine peeps through the water,  

white, warm, wet;

the artist looks down.

She sees the runes, markings of her youth,

her mother’s headaches, heartbreaks and 

ashtrays.

Inside she sits, her sanctuary, temple itch,

the artist washes the plate.

Now the creeping ink sleeps,

silent on the honeycomb paper,

hums and shuffles, holding hands with  

one another;

the artist scratches her name.

George Cayley
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Unten Den Linden

I’ll meet you under the linden trees

Where freedom falls, as often as Autumn leaves. 

Leaves that abandon bare backs tender to the weight of a single boot,

Where death is no façade to the expert minds of our city’s own,

Empty shells of souls rest, lifeless upon the wall. 

Under the linden trees I’ll go, 

To find the support that lies below. 

I’ll meet you under the linden trees 

In search of probity afloat in the breeze,

Where vagabonds are typical and serenity rare,

And salutes still balance within the air, 

With trodden faith who rummages for vulnerably open hearts. 

Under the linden trees I’ll go,

To reap the seeds of which they sow. 

The Other One

Being loved by him is like jumping from the highest diving board:

Adrenaline coats your blood 

Like a drug. 

Soft caresses are silken, like floating in the foamy 

Ripples of waves as they 

Meet the sand. 

Tumbling down the grassy bank, rolling over one another

Shrieks of laughter reverberate 

Through the trees. 

Bubbles of ginger beer and explode up our noses

And strawberry kisses explode 

In my mouth.

Plumes of smoke ballerinas perform in the air

Glazing our lungs

With death. 

But I am not loved by him. 

I am the other one. Martha Cotterell

Claudia Vyvyan
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For Adam

For all the times we played together, in the park 

with our mums, then in the woods, making dens  

to hide from our problems, building forts and playing 

at soldiers, a level of violence even then I wasn’t 

able to stand. For the time we found a bird and you 

took it home and fed it until its broken wing had 

healed, and we smiled as it flew away, only to find it 

collapsed in the snow the next morning. For all the 

times we had sleepovers, even after we went to 

prep school. For the days we spent running through 

fields or exploring our houses in T-Shirts and 

tracksuit bottoms. For when I left you to go to board 

at school, and for when you tried to keep up by 

boarding Tuesdays and Thursdays, then going  

to weekly boarding and finally re-uniting us by  

going full. 

Your parents, like mine, were glad to get you out  

of the house. They had lives to lead, and they  

didn’t want children getting in the way. We were 

the status symbol, and that same expensive 

education that gave us the stupid voices, the Latin 

and the poetry, is responsible. For the time when we 

realised we were the weird ones who would sit at 

the back, the ones who could not concentrate and 

play noughts and crosses and read in lessons and 

still do as well as the best listener, the people who 

got the gold stars. When we realised that we had 

never received a single commendation, or a merit, 

but we were never on the stormy cloud, apart from 

that time neither of us did our coursework because 

we tried to build our own board game using cut-out 

textbook pictures. 

Donnie came in the third last year, year 5. He was 

alright for a bit, but then they began to crack down 

on academic stuff. They did tests, and because my 

parents freaked out because they received a letter 

saying that I was “underperforming drastically”  

I was forced to sit inside one Easter and work,  

while you knocked hollowly at the door. My parents’ 

image was too precarious at that time to include  

an “underperforming” child. And so I left you and 

went to the scholarship form, where I was 

distinguished by being the only one who wasn’t 

grade 8, who read fantasy rather than fact. You were 

left with Form 2, full of people who were first team 

rugby, and who couldn’t read. 

Donnie was in there too, and from what I heard 

became the ruler of the classroom by the simple 

expedient (look at the long words I learned. You 

were right, they are useless) of bullying you for 

being brighter than the rest combined. And so you 

decided it wasn’t worth it, because your parents 

didn’t care; the teacher, who wasn’t paid enough  

to bother, didn’t care; the system didn’t care about 

the strange loner who was clever but not academic.  

I found you in one of the dens we used to make 

when we were playing soldiers. There just comes  

a point where a short sharp click is better than a 

drawn out whine. 

The funeral was compulsory, so I ended up going  

in uniform rather than the t-shirt and trackies you 

would have made me wear. They made people read 

their memories, and I got kicked out for laughing  

at Donnie’s tear-wrenching account of his first day, 

when you had been nice to him.

Tim Oliver



Symptomatic

At the end of March, snow fell once again. From my windowsill 

I saw the hymned impatience. Everyone was sick of the cold.  

Even the ebbing petals of the daffodils still clung to their 

remnants of the dawning spring as they faltered, stark against 

the kettle I had gathered them in, for want of a vase. Unlike I, 

who withered untimely in their reflection, at the gathering pace 

of the seasonal decline. The off-spring of which was draped, 

like lace, over bare branches, the ground too warm for anything 

to stick, christened as false snow.

Although while I fell for you, it was the same way – you were 

always too warm, so I would melt on contact, you probably 

didn’t even know that I was falling. Buried, if even, in the old 

sleep, beneath a white wool blanket and clutching winter’s 

fleeting purity. Eyes filled by the intricate, cold air 

complexities, though soon to be brimming like softly swollen 

riverbanks.

So why now in this lightning kiss I find myself blinking into do  

I suddenly recall those walks to the store with my mother as a 

child?  And now as an eagle viewing my steps: an endearing 

tow-headed bounce, my mother’s younger warm palm, younger 

warm grin – large around my own.

You must have been distracted too, because it was around this 

time you called to say that my lemon-scented perfume was too 

sour to be called sweet with the leaves of the forest reclining,  

it seemed in unison, to juxtapose the colours of the desert 

spring, on cacti and mountains, before being dulled by the  

heat of winter, where everything returned again to envy the 

sun, without fear of death or drought. 

Unlike the garden I had watched unfold, out of the window, so 

comprehensively overgrown that it died in full bloom: 

something I took at the time to be symptomatic of things far 

worse to come, and of which they inevitably did.

Harriet Place
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Life Class
 It was always after eating that Lucian would come 
to the chamber to paint. He would muscle past the 
flesh vessels hanging from the ceiling and sit at his 
easel, in the centre of the room. 
 The carved carcasses that hung, trotters first, 
around Lucian’s workstation never complained. Some 
would shiver in morning’s early hours when the artist 
would work late sketching, and others would itch or 
stretch, waking to the bitter electric breeze. There 
were none however, until each Monday’s collection, 
whose rib, bone, tooth, claw, tongue, lung, flab or scab, 
that weren’t drawn in Lucian’s books. He made a point 
of it. Occasionally, the silence of the chamber would 
break like a bone. Sometimes it was the artist’s paint 
falling onto the steel floor, sometimes a pig’s own 
paint, colour theories from its exposed vein kingdoms. 
 The chamber he sat in had a bed. It was originally 
ochre, however the shade diminished to a velvet 
blood-red and soon a pale cheesecloth was thrown over 

it. The bed had seen and rested many since it’s 
installation. All from obese ladies from the parish’s 
book club to young putti, the youth of the household. 
Each one however, seen as meat. 
 Steaks, cuts, joints of meat, opened over a bed like a  
 coconut. 
 “Please move your elbow, above your head, that’s it,  
 thank you darling” 
 Now their doll faces were set and their bodies 
chilled. The hanging corpses rustled like leaves, 
hushing amongst each other as the artist would first 
edge his paintbrush onto the clean canvas. 
 The pigments hit the paper’s grit. Grease, thrown in 
raw gristle gestures and great gesticulation. On the 
leg, pearl bone tissue seeped under the muse’s thigh 
flesh. On the hand, knuckles struck, cartilage chuckled, 
joints popped and buckled. Lucian painted the woman, 
a reassembly of the slain, slaughtered meat that 
encircled him.  
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A Room, Somewhere
I push open the door, tentatively, timidly, 

As though there were a baby sleeping within.

A watery light floods the room 

Glinting off the mirror, gleaming from glass. 

The room is tidy, unlived in; 

Yet I feel like a trespasser.

There are hints of her hiding everywhere: 

Her delicate perfume tinting the musty air,

A single gold ring forgotten by the chair, 

A pale silk dressing gown folded on the bed.

The walls are creamy: not the pale beige of old rooms, 

Nor the crisp white of a hospital ward, 

But a colourless colour; oxymoronic; 

Lost - like her - forever in a world of shades. 

Martha Cotterell
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 The cellar door opened and a five foot porter came 
into the chamber.  
 “Another portrait the world wants to see then,  
Mr. Freud. I don’t see it me-self.  It’s all just meat.”  
He spoke with a cockney hustle and turned toward the 
large woman who gazed at a barrel of cow peel blankly. 
“Hello love,” he called. She stayed still. 
“Anyway, we’re closing, doors shut, curtains!” He 
switched on the extractor. “I’m supposing you’ll stay  
the night, with the missus, the flys, the flora and fauna,  
am I wrong?” 
 Lucian nodded, focused now on the breast for 
several minutes. The porter noticed this and accused 
him of perversion, “using art to stare at women’s 
bodies.”  
Lucian squeezed more burnt umber on his palette and  
said nothing. 
 “Let’s see it then, Mr. Freud, your next 
masterpiece.” The porter trotted over to the easel  

and stared for some time, darting between the canvas 
and the muse, mostly the muse. 
 “It’s good, yeah, you know. Good, sir.” The body on 
the bed twitched. The freckles breathed on the bridge 
of her nose whilst her bruises swelled with each pulp 
pump.    
 “You’ve got a knack, Mr. Freud. You make it, ah 
what’s the word you artists would use?” He paused. 
“You give it life”.  
 The cellar door closed and a deep hum of cold air 
entered the chamber. Lucian watched his paint cool, 
curl and crush like a tongue, cow-heavy in the corner. 

George Cayley



Jennifer’s Wedding 

It is the morning of Jennifer’s wedding and she is 

helping me into my dress. It has an unsophisticated, 

almost crude floral pattern. It reminds me of a 

painting I once saw by Henri Rousseau. Daddy took 

me to the gallery one weekend. I must have been 

nine or ten. We spent nearly the whole day in only 

one room. It was full of still lifes and we were 

simply overwhelmed by fat, fleshy peaches, 

smooth-skinned berries and artfully arranged 

bouquets. I begin to cry. 

Now Jennifer takes great care in zipping me up so 

as to avoid the stitches in my back. I turn my head 

towards her and nuzzle into her shoulder like a cat. 

A plump arm extends and she strokes my bruised 

and swollen cheekbone. She smiles affectionately 

but her eyes are misty with tears. I feel so ashamed.

---

Kimberly was the eldest, then me, then Jennifer. I 

complained endlessly when I was little because I 

always had to make do with hand me downs. When 

we lived in Muswell Hill, Kim had the biggest room 

with the mint wallpaper. Kim was always allowed 

to use the bathroom first and she even got to go to 

bed later. I couldn’t stand it. But when I became the 

eldest, I realised all too suddenly that these things 

were merely trivial. I couldn’t care less about the 

mint wallpaper. 

I remember the day so vividly. It was October 17th 

1968. Jennifer was only twelve. She was so little – 

six years younger than me. “Why are we wearing 

black?” She asked the same question over and over. 

This infuriated me but every instinct of mine was to 

comfort her. She forcefully exclaimed that Kim 

would not have wanted us to wear black. She was 

right. Kim never wore black. She hated it when I 

wore mum’s long black dress because she thought it 

made everyone look pale and lifeless. She was right 

too. As we drove to Kim’s funeral I suppose I did 

look pale and lifeless in my mother’s black dress. 

The barren expression I wore that day was opposed 

only by the pudgy existence wriggling happily in 

my lap, totally unaware that he would grow up 

without his mother. 

We had been to Alexandra Park the night before for 

one of the Monday evening meets. Daddy won 

almost two hundred pounds but no one really felt 

like celebrating. He tried to persuade me to have a 

ride in the paddock but I refused. Riding was a cruel 

reminder of Kimberly. I couldn’t bear the thought of 

her room still fully ornamented with the many 

pictures of her on ‘Chestnut’ or ‘Duke’ and the 

sickeningly colourful ribbons that still dangled 

limply from the wooden ceiling beams. 

The years after Kimberly’s death were particularly 

complicated for me and honestly I didn’t care to 

remember them. A long time had passed when I 

found myself staring up at a bare, blue ceiling with 

a sigh escaping my lips. I was nervous to leave. 

Besides, I wouldn’t be going home. Alexandra Park 

closed in 1970 and Daddy couldn’t afford to keep the 

house. They moved to East Grinstead without me 

and even bought a horse of their own. I was allowed 

four days away from the clinic in order to see 

Jennifer get married. I had never met her fiancé.  

My stomach dropped as the nurse walked me to the 

car. I was sluggish and reluctant. I thought I would 

feel a sense of freedom and excitement but really  

I missed the security of my bare, blue room. 

When I arrived at the farm Daddy and Jennifer  

were waiting outside on the porch. Jennifer looked 

beautiful. Her pale skin seemed luminescent 

underneath her dress which hung loosely over her 

ample figure. It was cream with a bright pattern  

of sunflowers that crept down to her ankles and 

gently billowed in the warm breeze. Her radiance 

encapsulated me and I felt such strong new feelings 

of love and appreciation for my sister. She ran to 

embrace me and I pressed my face into her neck, 

inhaling her earthy scent. Her calmness washed 

over me and I felt so relaxed that I was brought to 

tears. I proceeded to squeeze her tightly and felt  

her swollen stomach against mine. I lifted my  

head in surprise but she said nothing. Her eyes  

remained closed, dimples forming either side of  

her wide mouth.   

Daddy made ham sandwiches and we ate them as 

he walked me around the farm. It was borne out of 

a modest landscape of pale green. The house itself 

was illustrated with a rustic grey brick that 

crumbled at the edges. Daddy wanted to introduce 

me to the horse, Aphrodite, but I complained of 

being tired and went inside. Really it was Daddy 

who looked tired. He had aged considerably since  

I last saw him. He had always had wrinkles but his 

even more hollow and weathered. As I paused to 

look at him from the porch, his silhouette was 

ghostlike. The interior of the house was snug and 

warm. The hall was littered with muddy boots and 

old newspapers. The scroll wallpaper exhibited 

medieval illuminations against a faint blue 

background matching the carpet. I climbed the 

worn stairs and opened the first door which turned 

out to be Billy’s room. I tiptoed around the metal 

cars that had been abandoned on the floor and fell 

into his bed. 

I was awoken by the door opening. As I woke I felt 

alarmed at the unfamiliar surroundings. By then 

Twilight had distributed its glowing incandescence 

around the room. A small figure crept through the 

doorway and tugged at the duvet. The figure 

clambered silently into my bed and heaved my  

arms around him. Billy and I lay there for the whole 
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night in stillness, listening to each other’s 

breathing. 

The next morning I woke at five in the morning.  

The ground was wet, the sky overcast. It was the 

22nd of April, Billy’s seventh birthday. I trudged 

through the yard and let myself into Aphrodite’s 

field. I crept ever closer to her until she could sense 

my presence. I had been holding my breath. I could 

see that she was uneasy, I was scaring her.

By lunchtime the rain was pattering violently on  

the conservatory roof. Billy bounded towards me 

and wrapped himself around my waist leading me 

to the table. When the showers had cleared up I 

took Billy for an ice cream. Daddy was reluctant at 

first but Billy squealed like a little piglet until he  

got his way. I hadn’t driven in a long time and I felt 

anxious. Billy cheerfully kicked his legs against his 

car seat, humming a discordant tune.  

The roads were foreign to me and I couldn’t 

remember the way home. I must have taken a 

wrong turn and ended up driving down a narrow 

line flanked by thick forest. The daylight had 

dimmed considerably and the road felt uninviting. I 

began to panic. It had started to rain again harder 

than before. As we drove I thought about Jennifer. 

She looked so contented in her life without me. I felt 

so proud of her but at the same time resentful of her 

success. How had she coped so well whilst I failed? 

My thoughts became more and more volatile. How 

could Kim have left us the way she did? Salty tracks 

stung my cheeks. Why did no one trust me 

anymore? My head was pulsating violently and my 

throat began to close up, denying me any oxygen. I 

felt sick with fear. My hands gripped the steering 

wheel tighter until my fingers were white and 

numb. The car sped up and the rain smashed 

against the windshield. I closed my eyes trying to 

regulate my breathing. Billy’s humming had been 

replaced by a desperate wailing. I felt the wheels 

swerve underneath me and I opened my eyes to see 

blinding headlights advancing. I flung myself across 

the passenger seat. 

---

The wedding photos are about to take place. I slip 

around the back of the house and into the fields. 

Billy is the only one to see me escape but he is too 

busy with his toy cars to care. I unhook the gate to 

Aphrodite’s field and close it carefully behind me. I 

approach her very slowly. She is agitated at first but 

I still draw closer and she seems to get calmer and 

more tolerant as I do. I stroke her neck and press my 

body against her leg. She gets used to me and I get 

used to her. She doesn’t judge me or hide from me 

but feels compassion. The field is silent and serene.

Lucy Sherriff



Ghazal

Let’s look, searching, into your eyes.

The world is mirrored through your eyes.

Each hour passes but they’re the same:

Endless; lost; ever-blue; your eyes.

Unfamiliarity and woes,

All these made true in your eyes.

They the whiskey of autumn grounds,

Roses, summer trees, dew, your eyes.

My life in all its parts is there 

If one should ever view your eyes

Pantoum

The thoughts in her head are blank as vellum.

Before something’s written it could say anything;

And don’t forget that she can erase everything,

Or alter memory, like she has done with the 

months.

Before something’s written it could say anything.

Human emotion will be lost if we harden it

Or alter memory, like she has done with the 

months.

A song comes on, and she thinks only of herself.

Human emotion will be lost if we harden it.

Each distraction is simply a destruction for her;

A song comes on, and she thinks only of herself

Dancing in her room, a shadow, clutched tight in 

her arms.

Each distraction is simply a destruction for her;

And don’t forget that she can erase everything – 

Dancing in her room, a shadow, clutched tight in 

her arms;

The thoughts in her head are blank as vellum.

Three Love 
Poems
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After C K Williams’  
‘The Dog’

That window had a crack through the thin, aged glass. It slid 

down the whole

Of the murky length in a meandering sort of way. Each car 

passed that minute threshold.

I counted them as they splashed the pavements with rain-sludge, 

like a cold, grim water park.

Two beacons - one in a cherry red raincoat, the other a navy 

windbreaker - schlepped down the road.

They smiled brightly, breaking my surveillance of a quiet London 

street. They weaved and bobbed,

The pigeon-step of lovers drawing slug-lines on the wet ground. 

They stopped.

One woman turned and bent over, laughing, her back humped up 

into a sharp angle,

The other walked closer, a hand outstretched, and gathered her 

into her bosom like ripe fruit.

Lips meet. Their hands, greedy for flesh, ignored the wet blubber 

of the plastic rain macs.

I couldn’t ignore that passion in the street as the navy 

windbreaker was pushed roughly against a wall.

All the while they sparred with mouths and hands, trying to 

possess each other: I was bewitched.

I pulled the curtain further over my face and body to conceal my 

interest, God forbid they might see

My eyes open wide, staring. They let go. The embrace ended.  

A laugh, a pull, and they were off,

Making their way again down the road that was filled with the 

mirages of their all-consuming love.

Maeve Mahony
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Venus 

[opening of a novel]

The delicate mist has lifted – and it is my favourite time of day. There is a circular patch of green 

from where I have been sitting, as my body warmth has melted away the February frost. It is 

exposed out here on these vertiginous hills and the northerly breeze rattles through my ears. It is 

sharp with a touch of salt and I taste it while watching the frothy swell explode over rocks below. 

The ruffled water catches the early morning light gaining lustre of salmon pink, while the blue wash 

of the sky becomes a velvety red with yellow fibres like spools of thread. As I look down onto the 

beach below, waves of vertigo surge over me and I feel nauseous – my stomach rises and falls.  

It was from these chalky cliffs that a boy fell not so long ago. Well, some say he fell. 

There is a vibration in the back pocket of my jeans, an aggressive buzzing with no reluctance. 

I pull out my phone, but it is too bright to see the message. Yet I know it’s from Harry and will 

distract me. My hands are raw and red from the cold, the colour of the inner of a Venus Fly Trap.   

The din of seaside birds and crunching of frost under my feet cladded in Doc Martens too big 

suffocate my reverie, strangling it until I watch it topple off the edge of the cliff. I am trying to write, 

but I can’t. I have been at the dead end of a hamlet for days, and to be honest I would quite like to 

make it out onto the road. Thoughts of what should happen next to eloquent Elfie and her brother 

George and should I use the word delectable or delicious or even delightful. Talking of delicious, I 

could murder some breakfast. I didn’t eat before I left the house and I am ravenous – I could even use 

the word starving, but that might be tactless. I think I shall have an egg on toast, no, no two whole 

eggs on toast! I shall pierce the golden yolk with my spear, and watch as the lake separates into 

many daffodil coloured tributaries across my plate. Like veins returning to the heart (in this case a 

piece of wholemeal toast)

Another vibration. The sun has dipped behind an egg white cloud, so the bubble shaped message is 

visible for a moment. 

Come to mine at six, I have a few hours to kill. H x

I hate the way he does this. I hate the way Harry often but not always treats me as if am something 

to pass the time while he is down here. I know West Bay is vigorously less vibrant than London 

where he lives during the week, but I’m not just a stranger he met in a hotel bar, shagged twice  

and exchanged numbers with. Well I mean I am, but it is more complicated than that. West Bay may 

seem a demure fishing town, but more goes on behind the seaside shutters than is let on. 

When I return home, we shall all have breakfast together.  Sadie and Charlie and Cairo if he has  

not already left to see his mother at the hospital. She has breast cancer and the doctors say she will 

probably not make it through to spring. Cairo has spent so much time enclosed in the white washed 

walls of her hospital cubicle (or prison cell as he calls it) that we decided to paint over the eggshell 

white of our kitchen, so he wouldn’t always be reminded of her. Now the kitchen is a magnificent 

battleship grey – Cairo’s favourite colour. I know this, because Cairo and I would walk home from 

primary school together every day when we were little. One afternoon in May, I remember beams of 

light falling through the foliage and casting pools of shadows on our little heads. Cairo told me as we 

sat on a beech tree branch eating strawberries from a plastic punnet, tossing the furry green heads 

onto the earth.  I told him mine; it was and still is aquamarine. 

Today would be a magnificent day to die; the sky is like glass and the few clouds present are like 

perfectly sculptured marble. West Bay looks ravishing bathed in the early morning light - a sleeping 

lamb on this serene Sunday. Today is looking promising, but then again I am an optimistic person. 

As I make my way down the cliff, I can see remnants of our fire from last night at the other end of 

the beach- it was a farewell party for Darren before he goes travelling in Vietnam. I don’t know  

much about Vietnam, only that there was a war between one side and the other when Dad was a 

youngster. Shows you how much I remember from my school days. Darren is Sadie’s older brother; 

she is nineteen like the rest of us. 

I think I am still tipsy from last night, but the sea air is doing me good. The reason I think this is that 

I have suddenly recollected an event that up until now my memory had chosen to forget. At the post 

office at the bottom of the hill, I see the old lady with porcelain skin and wrinkles like cracks in a 

Venetian vase; she is waving her wooden stick at a young boy while he puts freshly printed 

newspapers onto metal stands. It must be around 8am, so I wander home. 

Issy Carr 
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Alone

A single tree stood, 

its skeletal borough  

twisted and coiled;

the bark flaking 

like old paint 

from a door.

Stark and denuded.  

Charcoal against 

a hanging moon.

Now stripped down, 

its splendour fallen 

to the ground,

fixed beside a 

brooding slough. 

The branches are like 

brush strokes 

longing to be painted.

Lottie Brousse

“Flutter I” Henrik Uldalen

Your face is now gone 

A fell swoop underwater 

Blue smoke in your mouth

Black night behind you 

Warm flush under your eyes 

Lit by a dark light.

India Gaer



Inside my box of ebony  
and oak

I will put in my box

A glowing crystal from deep inside the earth, 

A grey stone off the highest peak, 

Rounded rubble stolen from the bottom of the ocean.

The feathered  headwear of an Indian Chief,  

Coloured beads traded  with a Kenyan tribe,  

A necklace of beautiful shells, a golden beach.

The first, crisp breath of a December morning,  

Spring dew that sparkles in the morning sunlight, 

Life saving drops of rain from a long awaited monsoon. 

I will put in my box

The excitement of a new wonderful  discovery, 

Ice cold water from the tranquil  glacier lakes of Norway,  

And a vat bubbling lava from the spitting Mount Etna.

A glimmering butterfly from the darkest  jungle,  

Rainbow fish from the Great Barrier Reef,  

Moody grey lizard bathing on a warm, flat rock.

Flashes of lightning contrasting on jet black sky,  

Sheer power of a horizon-filling tsunami 

Forgotten coins turning green at the bottom of a wishing well.

Earth from varied continents, sand from shifting deserts,  

Water from azure seas and shells from sand beaches, 

All inside my box of ebony and oak.

Henry Clark

My Sunflower Hair 

Do you recall my sunflower hair  

that you said smelt of moisturising cream? 

The one I put on my hands, 

so they would feel soft in yours?

Our twist of fate 

twisting like the ballerina 

that dances on my shelf , 

the pretty girl in pink that you hit: 

her head was separate from her heart. 

Daddy fixed her. 

Glued her back to dance again.  

Sometimes she wobbles, 

when loud voices resonate 

through the floor.

Do you remember the garden swing? 

Supported by Daddy’s strong rope? 

It snapped in yesterday’s storm. 

Back and forth it used to go, 

like the waves at Brighton Pier 

or like the endless love between 

Romeo and Juliet –  that ended.  

Can you visual the ring? 

The golden ring with the buckle? 

A belt. The belt around my finger, 

that tied my life together. 

Like the dancer to a shelf 

the waves to the pier 

and the rope to the tree.

The piano, 

out of tune in the corner, 

under the wooden stairs. 

Stairs that creaked with a  

touch of a toe.  

It touched your heart 

when I touched its keys, 

locking us out. 

Black, white, sharp and flat: 

you described the landscape like that. 

Then came the rain, 

disturbing our brains 

and landscape. 

It darkened my sunflower hair, 

rubbed off my moisturising cream. 

The one I used so my hands  

would be soft for you.  

Remember? 

It dampened my book about Romeo and Juliet  

so the words blurred, smudged.  

A mess. 

A pretty ballerina in pink shivered on my shelf 

and out of my window I could see, 

the remnants of a swing  

beside my Daddy’s rope  

and the rain began to form the waves 

at Brighton Pier. 

Twisting the belt around my finger, 

the one that used to tie my life together, 

I thought of you. 

Are you still remembering me? 

That girl you knew before the storm? 

The one with the sunflower hair  

and the moisturising cream?

Amy Davey 
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Flight 
Three Monologues

An aeroplane about to take off; in the background 

chatter can be heard, and the passengers stand in the 

aisle putting their bags in the overhead lockers and 

finding their seats. Chris, a young man in his twenties,  

is wearing a Chelsea football shirt, his forehead 

glistening with sweat.

 

“I’ve never been on a plane before. Never really had  

the chance, you know? Like, I’ve seen it loads on the 

telly, people flying around the world, going on holiday.  

I always thought it looked all right.  

I’ve seen snakes on a plane too though, that’s probably 

why I’m quite nervous… I know it a bit ridiculous but… 

Like, you see planes getting blown up on the news all 

the time, terrorist attacks or planes just crashing and 

getting smashed up. That’s why I chose a seat at the 

back. My mate Dave told me that if you sit at the back, 

you’re less likely to die… Or you’ll be the first… 

Something like that, I can’t remember.  

Also, then when the woman comes round with the  

food, you get served first… You know what I always 

wonder though, is what would it be like to work on a 

plane? Like, being the captain or whatever. Imagine 

that… knowing that you’re responsible for all these 

people, having to drive this massive plane, like, really 

high up, and just hope you don’t kill anyone. I suppose it 

would be pretty wicked though, you’d feel really… in 

control… Like driving a car, but way, way better. 

Everyone’s depending on you to get them to where they 

want to go. But then, how bad would you feel if you 

crashed and loads of people died, but you didn’t? Pretty 

awful, I reckon. You’d walk down the road and people 

would point at you like ‘look, there’s the idiot that killed 

a hundred people by accident.’… And you’d have to live 

with that. I don’t think you’d ever fly again.  

I saw a film once about a captain who turned his plane 

upside down so it wouldn’t kill anyone when it 

crashed… I don’t really know how, but it worked. 

Hopefully our captain is clever enough to do that… 

Maybe not though… I dunno where you learn stuff like 

that… Maybe they teach you that in flying school… 

Anyway, sorry if I’m rambling, I’m just nervous,  

you know?”

Elizabeth, a woman in her late fifties reads  

a copy of VOGUE. She is dressed in a cream cashmere 

jumper with matching trousers.  

She speaks in a very animated way, waving  

her hands around. Her nails are painted red. 

“Don’t panic dear! You’re in very safe hands. British 

Airways is an excellent airline... Much better than that 

common one… Easy Jet I think it’s called… Anyway,  

I fly with BA almost every other week! In fact, just a 

week ago I flew to New York to visit my daughter for the 

night- Seems absurd, I know! A six hour flight just for 

one evening with her. But we did have the most 

wonderful time, she lives in this adorable little flat on 

the Lower East Side with her husband. They met at 

Brown University. Clever girl, my darling Sophie, she 

studied English Literature and then moved to New York, 

started working with the New York Times! She’s doing 

awfully well, I don’t know how she manages… Of 

course I had to support her at first, buying anything in 

New York is so expensive now. You know, I used to live 

in a beautiful, modern penthouse in the Upper East Side 

with the most fantastic view of Central Park. I used to 

fly to London every two months or so to see my old 

school friends… But that would be awfully expensive 

for my little Sophie… In those days there were barely 

any rules on aeroplanes. Children were allowed to sit up 

in the captain’s cabin for a while. My daughter loved 

seeing the clouds. She always said they were just like 

the ones in the cartoons, white, dense and pretty. Gosh, 

how it’s changed. Everything has become oh so strict! 

There are so many rules, and all that security before you 

even think about getting on the plane! The machines 

and the policemen, they might as well strip you down to 

your… your undergarments! So invasive! I do suppose 

the ride has got smoother though… Less bumps along 

the way, turbulence they call it. Not to worry though 

dear, there’s nothing to be scared of- they have free 

drinks too! Get yourself a bloody mary after we take off, 

and you’ll be right as rain… Oh look! That little bundle 

of joy looks just like my Sophie when she was a baby, 

isn’t she adorable!” 
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Claire, in her early thirties, is sitting next to her husband Rich with her baby Polly in her lap. She rocks Polly in her 

arms and stands up to speak. She has baby food on her t-shirt and has wrinkles on her forehead. Rich looks bored 

and reads a copy of The Sunday Times. 

“Oh, thank you! She is a cutie, but I hope she doesn’t cry for the whole flight! It’s happened before, we were on our 

way to Spain in the summer, and she bawled her eyes out the entire way! I felt so sorry for the people sitting around 

us, must have been a right nuisance for them, but they were very kind. I think they understood how difficult it is. 

Poor little Polly didn’t know what was going on! Did you sweetie? I love her to bits and pieces but it was a lot easier 

going on holiday when she wasn’t with us… Me and Rich used to save up and go to France once a year, but now 

we’ve got this angel it makes it much harder. It was an absolute nightmare even booking this flight! But I suppose 

we had to… Her godmother’s getting married… and she couldn’t be like everyone else and get married in the local 

church. No, no, no, she had to get us all to jet off so her wedding is special. She really is living the dream… She lives 

in the most beautiful house with her Swedish husband, no kids though… They’re constantly on holiday… Last 

week they were in Thailand! And now off again… Of course she must be slightly worried… She is getting on a bit,  

if she wants to have kids, she ought to have them now or she never will! Right Rich? Yeah, anyway, I couldn’t think 

of anything else I’d want apart from my Polly and my Rich. I’d give up all the holidays in the world for them…I 

wouldn’t even go on this one if I didn’t have to… I don’t suppose you’ve seen the airhostess…? I need her to heat  

up this bottle.”

Darcy Longcroft 



The Flood 

There’s a light at the end of the channel tunnel 

For humanity’s last saving hope; they come two by two, 

From every one of God’s chosen lands. 

Boarding the arks and waving goodbye to the unlucky 

The sinners. The poor. Those who are left behind. 

And then, with the wind of gunshots and screaming in the sails 

They steam for the promised land; the rising tide 

lifts them off the beach and wafts them west. 

And behind them enemies are smited with thunder 

And predator drones, from a country which loves god 

But cares more for oil than people. 

And for forty days and forty nights 

They pray and starve, 

Hoping to never have to do it again.

Tim Oliver
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A Bruised Apple

Ever noticed that if you pressed hard enough on 

the skin of an apple, it would crush the inside 

without leaving a scratch on the skin? It’s like  

you just put so much pressure onto the outside,  

it caves in on the inside. Then if you put the apple 

back, no one would ever notice that something so 

painful could have happened on the inside unless 

you picked it up. You’d be able to feel the invisible 

dents. The scars left over from every time 

someone pressed too hard. Yet if you picked up  

a bruised apple, you’d put it back and pick up 

another one, wouldn’t you? Can’t say I blame you: 

why would you want something broken when you 

can have something whole? 

Sounds familiar doesn’t it? Like when someone 

gets pushed too much and too far without anyone 

noticing the suffering on the inside. Overlooked. 

Right up until it’s all too much. Tired of faking 

“normal,” tired of hiding the scars that lie beneath 

With the Wind

It pulls you with its force  

never letting go until:  

you are swept up,  

soaring; rushing; living.   

Some day you will feel this.   

Being alive.

The whispers start at the cliffs, 

taking a chance in life. 

Listen to your heart.  Breathe.  

Then listen, see and transform,  

so you can start living.

The desert is speaking, telling 

how creatures great and small,  

finding treasures, crossing paths  

on the vast desert floor,  

are swept up with the sand. 

My spirit flies.

Then the wind murmurs,  

carrying the secrets of the world; 

just a slight breeze through my hair, 

I’m up and away  

on the path of destiny.

Finally, the sun comes out: 

King of Earth, Soul of the World,  

beaming words of wisdom to all,  

but only open, true hearts hear. 

 

Alex Dunlop

New Voices : 

Shell Writers
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the surface. Wishing someone, just once, would 

look past your smile and deep into your eyes. 

Someone who cares enough to look after you 

when everyone else has put you back.  Someone 

who, even when things get rough, will always 

hold your hand. 

But people aren’t like that. People take the  

easy way out; they always do.

 

So people with problems learn to fend for 

themselves and they learn to be alone. We  

learn how to cope without a shoulder to cry on, 

and we all find our own ways of coping, no  

matter what that means. Everyone figures out  

a way to keep their problems off their minds.

Olivia Gregory
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Sonnets from a Sequence

I

The curtains open and  

light scalds my face;  

an unforgiving ray illuminates 

our dingy room.  

Harsh noises storm from your side,  

grunting, moaning, snorting.  

The room is cold,  

the breeze clasps my face and shakes me. 

I step into comfort,  

floating from our bed 

and your soundtrack quietens  

and the light heats the room 

with a waft of steam  

cradled in my tired fingers. 

IV

She wins a prize,  

in her thirteenth summer,  

but you can’t come  

so I clap loud enough for two,  

and wonder if you’ll be back for supper 

or tomorrow 

or the weekend; 

I watch her search for you. 

Later she asks,  

a strawberry between  

her mottled fingers,  

blue and pink from the English summer. 

I don’t have an answer. 

No excuse to save you. 

V

You came to her final prize day. 

Drunk and swearing,  

clapping impolitely.  

You made her cry that day,  

but she didn’t want you to know.  

Asking for a tissue  

whilst you searched  

for an open bar. 

As she soaked her tears,  

she told me what she thought.  

That I should move away,  

follow her to Manchester.  

I was stupid.  

told her I couldn’t leave you. 

VI

I stayed with you; she was gone.  

I barely saw you,  

yet sometimes at night 

you would fall clumsily 

next to me while I slept,  

smelling, touching, pretending,  

shouting at me to love you,  

while I pretended to sleep. 

In the morning I left before you,  

spilling coffee  

over your beer-stained jacket;  

I went anywhere  

until I knew you would have left.  

Hoped you’d be gone for weeks. 

Darcy Longcroft
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Oysters 

The clock in the hall chimed nine. 

Like flicking a glass with your fingernail, 

It stirred my reverie. 

Time phoned to tell me, as if I were an old woman 

dressed in purple, 

That I did not have long.

 

I could hear the shower raining above my head, 

A new offspring, the water’s daughter, rumbled 

down the drain, 

As my mother’s nocturnal odour was washed  

off her skin 

And swept under the wine cellars and  

underground kitchens. 

Time was running short.

 

Splayed out like a cocktail umbrella, but without  

the tiny cocktail 

Sticks to hold it together, 

Was my strawberry-patterned dress. 

The pleats were nowhere to be seen, 

From wearing it too much on days like this.

 

A hole in the skirt, from where my kitten Nettle  

ate away 

At the expensive fabric, 

Exposed the magnolia pallor of my legs, 

Accompanied by cornflower bruises, 

An indication of the times I had tried to do this.

 

I could hear the shower raining above my head, 

And the distant hum of the washing machine 

Swinging my jeans with patches on the knees 

Around like a birthday balloon in a hurricane: 

Time was running short.

 

‘Stop being a wallflower,’ I said, 

Growing taller as I stood up from the cold, concrete 

floor. 

Time was running short. 

She will be out soon I thought, 

Placing a boiled egg and soldiers in front of me, 

that’s her second nature.

 

I clambered onto the sideboard, 

My dress caught on the cupboard’s latch, 

Showcasing a freckled bottom to garden friends. 

Lifting their drowsy heads; wilting flowers 

Looked up from their beds.

 

I chose a spoon from the cutlery drawer. 

It was vermilion, plastic, 

For even if I had been born with a silver spoon  

in my mouth 

I would still have picked this one – 

This task I wanted to do alone with no assistance.

 

I saw my reflection in the kettle, shimmery, shining 

Like the salmon skin I abandon and leave on  

the curling edge of my plate. 

My face pink like the part I eat. 

I reached for the sugar pot at the top of the 

cupboard. 

The raining sound had stopped.

 

I delved like a deep-sea diver, into the granulated 

sugar ocean. 

If Daddy could see me now, he would twist that 

Canary yellow tie around his fingers. 

My oxygen tank was running low, 

Time was running short. 

I put the spoon into my mouth.

 

Sweet like the fresh scent of flowers in the  

Meissen vase 

On the coffee table. Cool like the first dip in the 

cousin’s lake, 

The poplars and limes casting pools of shadows 

On our bobbing heads. 

I felt like a Pre- Raphaelite princess.

 

 And for a moment I forgot that  

 time existed.

Issy Carr
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Ocean in Black & White 

A white canvas threaded with black 

streaks of pencil fleck the page: palest 

granite to rigid charcoal 

a spectrum, black to white 

no definition, no shape. 

Look closer, see the organic black lines 

curdle into a swelling sea 

watch the movement within the frame,  

the writhing sea  

reflecting the torment above 

powerful waves throwing themselves  

onto the crags.

The rocks erupt out and up of the swirl 

the once-majestic ocean dribbling down  

like the unwanted shawl slipping from  

the creamy shoulders 

of a child playing in the hot sand.

Feel the rocks slice your bare feet to 

crimson ribbons  

as you stumble over them, salt spraying 

your dry lips 

lose yourself in a world without colour 

patches, splotches, dabs of grey awash  

the white sky.

Flecks of water explode in the air as 

another wave collapses 

etchings in the paper become each wave;  

each jagged outcrop  

merely shadows on a clean canvas 

trapping a slice of time in a simple  

wooden frame.

 

Martha Cotterell



These:

every home-grown flower 

she couldn’t bring him, 

 two-by-two 

with names in Sunday-best, 

cuckoo-flowers 

 

 Cardamine pratensis. 

silver-white, like shells 

missing the sea; 

blue columbine

 Aquilegia vulgaris 

five birds, long-necked for flight;

ox-eyed daisies, mouse-eared  

forget-me-nots, freckled oxlips:  

faces drawn in chalk on Marlborough Downs;  

cornflowers

 

 Centaurea cyanus 

silks, blue beyond reach, 

on racehorse legs, flower of choice 

in Tutankhamun’s funeral wreath;

blue-veined harebells, coltsfoot, 

snapping toadflax, the rabid 

wolf’s-bane, with smuggled poison 

poker-faced in its folds, where 

blue is deepest.

Forty years of days and nights, 

the named and unnamed 

collected, recollected

 while 

wood anemones in forest nests 

offer their pollen tongues to 

the visiting sun and rise, white-winged, 

calling,

 calling, 

calling.

Isabel Palmer

Herbarium

In memory of Allen Wedgewood, wounded, 

presumed killed, during a night assault on Turkish 

trenches at Gallipoli, aged 22, 19th August 1915 and 

his mother, Mary Louisa Wedgewood (1854 -1953).

‘Flowers are restful to look at; they have neither 

emotion nor conflicts…’

Sigmund Freud

Isabel Palmer was our writer in residence in the Michaelmas 

term.  During her stay she visited the Rare Books collection, 

where she was inspired by an ancient Herbarium found there, 

and the Archives, where she was moved by the story of Alan 

Wedgewood, OM.  Isabel has generously allowed first 

publication to Piccalilli.
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Rope

Blossom shells swim in the water’s drift. 

Six fists grip the ripped rope ribs,  

fourteen fingers numb, three soft lips.

Soulless feet cross over the pomegranate pink river. 

A rope rests at their chests and underfoot in the 

crests,  

the frays touch the water and softly shivers.

Three brothers with tired, terracotta skin 

Forget the dead, the sleep beached trophies 

And so, the rope tears and the three fall in.

One, close to the blood bank, grips the ground 

godless, 

listens to the fish sips, clacking, gracious 

beneath the running water in solace;

Another, the eldest, fights the sacred seas,  

hitting and kicking, jaw locked against the mud 

chalk 

out, he runs down, down the river weed;

The last, lost, in his own hibiscus crimson tide 

youngest, flow throws his scar snow elbows,  

knees winnow 

to the shallow log pool, and there, he lies.

The brother slapped the boy’s blood blue body  

to no reply; 

his breath, now caught at the crossing,  

left only his wide open eyes.

They came for water, clean like a cat, 

a tap to fill their dirt skin buckets; 

three brothers fell in, two brothers came out.

 

George Cayley

Rain

When the rain starts, everything falls quiet

as the countryside becomes muffled,

dampened by the constant dull patter of droplets dripping off leaves

and everything feels slower.

The grey water outside reflects 

the grey mood of the people within. 

no one talks.

they simply continue with themselves

despite the rain.  

Rain cleans the air;

it cleanses the streets 

and clears the smoke

so that we can dance again. 

Martha Cotterell



Review

Sugar-Coated Razor Blades  

Issy Carr reviews Ned Seagrim’s brilliant play, written and performed for his EPQ. 

As I placed a purple packet of double chocolate biscuits onto the table in the centre of the 

stage: I immediately knew I was not in for a bucolic cruise through Poplars and Limes. Ned 

Seagrim’s Sugar Coated Razor Blades was no doubt one of the best things I have seen in a 

long time. If anybody has reason to question this, then I will eat my fedora hat. Actually no 

forget that, I will eat my arm. 

Ned sits opposite me, his papery skin tinted with a Mediterranean glow. One would have 

little clue that the sound system plummeted midway through his final performance (he 

remained cool as a pitcher of homemade lemonade) Seagrim still appears the earnest old soul 

he is while reclining comfortably on a blue suede sofa. Sugar Coated Razor Blades shows four 

manifestations of consequence; relationships, childhood, physicality and the psychology of an 

anorexic’- he explains ‘and the roles they play in anorexia.’ 

Anorexia Nervosa has the highest mortality rate of any mental condition on the planet, and  

Ned talks about his relationship with this condition. Through ‘Sugar Coated Razor Blades,’ 

Seagrim was careful to convey a wider spectrum of this condition, rather than solely his 

experiences. ‘The writing I loved, self-gratifying and therapeutic. And the directing too- but it 

was more difficult.’ Seagrim tells me about the difficulties he faced during the process in the 

rehearsal room. I think directors are often made out to be fierce dictators, where everything 

they say is non-negotiable and the actors are merely pawns in a game. But this isn’t the case 

- and Seagrim backs this. ‘It’s difficult being completely in charge, especially telling your 

friends what to do. But six minds are better than one. When people say,‘Tell me about your 

performance,’ I often want to correct them, and say ‘our’.’

Seagrim’s shirt is perfectly pressed- like a wildflower slipped into the pages of a parchment 

scrapbook.  This presentation is also continued on stage -- Ned transformed the versatile 

black box of the Bradleian Theatre into a visual feast of food and friends. On entering the 

theatre, Georgia Gibson arranged the plethora of food brought by the audience, instantly 

conveying that this would be about one’s relationship with food. It was Gibson’s sweet 

camaraderie with the onion that got me thinking. As she peeled back the skin, Seagrim 

exposed right down to the marrow the psychological depths of an anorexic. 

While multi-roleing throughout, Aphra Mactaggart’s portrayal of Clare a ‘Not at all, I love 

sea-bass’ pescatarian, was most entertaining. Mactaggart suffocating The Therapist’s (Darcy 

Longcroft) high-pitched scream (would definitely have sent sixth form smokers scurrying) 

juxtaposed with the gentle ‘tink’ of the razor blade as it fell to the bottom of Longcroft’s mug.  

At one point, Oliver Phelps played a convincing dentist (a little too similar to my own) and 

while accompanied by swirling elevator music, the scene felt like an Orwellian dystopia. 

Benjamin Powell played a naïve patient: ‘Pigs’ teeth? I’m having a tooth transplant with pigs’ 

teeth?’ Alongside a food fight bathed in whale blue lighting, the final scene left me with food 

for thought. The mouths of the four manifestations sealed with jet-black tape, while they 

attempted to gorge over the food. It slightly resembled pigs trying to drink from a frozen 

trough. 

Genius

I ask Seagrim if he feels in debt to anyone for his aesthetic spectacular. ‘Mark Ravenhill and 

Martin Crimp had an influence. But I like to work in my own space, with no distractions and 

my own words.’ While combining post dramatic and in-yer-face theatre for this performance, 

Seagrim hopes to create his own style and he has incited my hunger for more.

Watch this space.
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Review

Anything Goes

A smoky red haze hangs in the air; bourbon-heavy 

Manhattan-voiced sailors greet us at the doors and 

lead the way to our seats. I suspend my disbelief; 

perhaps I really am on board an ocean liner bound 

from London to New York? The sailors take to the 

four corners of the stage, the pre-set is disrupted by 

commandeering Captain played by Imogen Redpath 

and her crisp dialect ‘welcomes us on board the  

S. S Americana!’  This small but versatile theatre 

transports us from the bucolic countryside to an 

all-singing all-dancing Broadway romance with 

bright lights and big ambitions. 

With music and lyrics written by King Cole (Cole 

Porter), Anything Goes is a 1930s farce set on board 

a cruise ship. Billy Crocker, a stowaway, finds 

himself in love with beautiful debutante Hope 

Harcourt, who is engaged to Evelyn Oakleigh. 

Nightclub singer Reno Sweeney and Moonface 

Martin help to aid Billy in his quest to win Hope.  

We were guests on a ‘specially themed cruise:’ this 

being Jane Darby’s wonderful innovation and her 

framing device is only one amongst many other 

components of the production which reiterate her 

role as a stonking director. 

‘Who will lead these sinners to distilled waters?’ 

asked Reno Sweeney as she greeted us with the 

anticipated entrance we had all been waiting for. 

Channelled by brilliant Georgia Vyvyan, her 

glittering appearance, perfect accent and powerful 

stage presence showed a real tour de force. It would 

be unruly not to mention her supreme renditions of 

‘Blow Gabriel Blow’ and ‘Anything Goes’ which did 

extreme justice to Cole Porter’s extravagant 

language, and although Vyvyan sang ‘I’m not a great 

romancer’ she had the ability to spellbind us all. 

In ‘Anything Goes’ we saw Porter’s strength as 

lyricist, composer but also dramatist, Porter knew 

how to balance his cleverness and sophistication 

with real emotion. Jimmy Crossland played 

entertaining Wall Street broker Billy Crocker, with 

his Lewis Carroll-esque grins; there was something 

of Charlie Chaplin - the silent film era - about him 

and his comic ways. ‘A day without laughter is a day 

wasted,’ wrote Chaplin, and Crossland had us on the 

edge of our seats. The camaraderie, comprising of 

Vyvyan and Crossland was complemented by their 

superb performances.

Liberty Adam played poised debutante Hope 

Harcourt and her unforgettable rendition of 

‘Goodbye Little Dream Goodbye’ was flawless, 

harmonic and sentimental. Set against a midnight 

blue sky dappled with stars, her appearance 

matched the mesmerizing set. William Atterton with 

his trademark fiery locks kept us entertained with 

his terribly British Evelyn Oakleigh. ‘I’ve got hot 

pants for you’ bellowed across the theatre, as he  

was allured in his cabin by a seductive Reno 

Sweeney. It was an inspired decision by Darby  

to create cabins out of wooden crates, using a 

minimalistic, almost Brechtian, technique. The 

sailors, reiterating the framing device that we were 

watching a show within a show, held up full length 

mirrors and telephones, all under the careful watch 

of the Captain and Purser. 

Oli Grant played beautiful seductress Erma, and her 

rendition of ‘Buddie Beware’ was exquisite. While 

misty hues settled around her embodied in a teal 

sequined number, the jazzy undertones of her voice 

suggested we could be sat in an intimate booth at 

Ronnie Scott’s, drinking out of de rigueur Martini 

glasses topped off with an olive. With Grants mature 

stage presence, I often felt as if I was watching a 

Tony Award winning Broadway performance rather 

than a school performance. 

While acting and singing were a raging success, 

both angels and sailors did not fail to produce in their 

tap dancing numbers. Their nimble feet darted 

daintily across the ship’s deck and glorious smiles 

echoed around the theatre perimeters.  I do not think 

anybody could fault the whole cast numbers which 

proved a wonderful symbiosis and mutual affection 

between all involved. 

cont...



While appearing effortless to us, the whole cast 

numbers were a wonderful indication of how much 

time and work had been put into the production. 

‘Blow Gabriel Glow’ and ‘Anything Goes’ showcased 

a mellifluous polyphony of voices; a feast for the eyes 

and the cast showed an understanding that on the 

small stage everything had to count. The entire 

performance was testament to Dale Armitage’s 

wonderful array of costume she provided for the 

performance. She embraced the 1930s style 

conveying something of an F. S Fitzgerald Gatsby 

look, with elephant-legged trousers, and bespoke 

sailor suits. Dale coalesced the fashionable 

‘Garconne style’ created by couturiers such as Coco 

Chanel and Jean Patou, with the elegant attire that 

would be seen on Daisy Buchanan. The men also 

scrubbed up mightily, in crisp suits that despite the 

difference in epoch resembled the well-put together 

appearance of dapper Don Draper. 

The setting for ‘Anything Goes’ was a modest 

staging and Paul Cox our very own Le Corbusier, 

created a simplistic yet effective set. With a wooden 

deck and those multi purpose wooden crates the 

drama department thrives on, the theatre was 

transformed into a fit-to-sail ocean liner. Cox the 

architectural genius even created an elevated crow’s 

nest for the Captain and Purser to overlook the 

drama. This enthusiastic ensemble piece could not 

have functioned without the onstage band, looked 

after by wonderful conductor Alex Arkwright.  

Without the orchestra it couldn’t have been a 

musical and the rarity of these at the college made 

‘Anything Goes’ all the more special.  

Mentions must be made to Lucy Hudson’s singing 

and dancing rendition of ‘Lets Do it’ a wonderful 

way to tie up the end of the performance. Hilton Als 

writes that ‘what we hear in Cole Porter’s songs is 

what we look for in Vladimir Nabokov’s novels as 

well: the ability to turn discipline into a playroom.’  

I think Als has this mastered and Jane Darby 

certainly put on a fun, frolicking but exquisite 

performance. Her masterpiece had the ability to 

metamorphose me from an audience member to a 

passenger of the S. S Americana. It was the epitome 

of entertainment and emphasized the way in which 

the glittery performance would have brightened up 

the recession. How hard it was to resist smiling 

throughout the entire performance, due to the sheer 

enjoyment and beauty put on by those involved.  

Although the next will be past my time here, I have 

no disbelief that I will be returning for the next 

musical, although what a shame it is not sooner! 
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